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SHORT SYNOPSIS
PERSONHOOD tells a different reproductive rights story – one that ripples far beyond the
right to choose and into the lives of every pregnant person in America. Like a moment
from the chilling “Handmaid’s Tale,“ Tammy Loertscher’s fetus was given an attorney,
while the courts denied Tammy her constitutional rights. In this timely documentary, we
see her sent to jail, and then forced to challenge a Wisconsin law that eroded her privacy,
her right to due process, and her body sovereignty. Through her story, PERSONHOOD
reframes the abortion debate to encompass the growing system of laws that criminalize
and police pregnant people. At the intersection of the erosion of women’s rights, the war
on drugs, and mass incarceration, Tammy’s experience reveals the dangerous
consequences of these little-known laws for American women and families.

LONG SYNOPSIS
With the rise of the “fetal personhood” movement, comes dangerous new laws that treat
pregnant women as second-class citizens. This widening web of laws encourages the
surveillance, policing and criminalization of women during pregnancy. As a result,
prosecutions for miscarriages, stillbirths, and using drugs while pregnant are becoming
widespread.
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The feature documentary PERSONHOOD brings the human impact of these policies into
the light through the story of a rural Wisconsin mother who was jailed after telling her
doctor about her occasional pre-conception drug use. Tammy Loertscher’s first-person
narrative and recently unsealed court recordings provide a rare glimpse into these closeddoor proceedings that have impacted thousands of American women. The film follows
Tammy’s story after her incarceration as she rebuilds her life and fights to overturn
Wisconsin's ‘Unborn Child Protection Act.’ This intimate portrait of the high personal cost
of the issue telescopes out toward the events being played out across America.

CHARACTERS
TAMARA LOERTSCHER sought medical care at her local hospital after discovering
she was pregnant. She was detained and later incarcerated under Wisconsin’s ‘Unborn
Child Protection Act.’

LYNN PALTROW is the founder of National Advocates for Pregnant Women
(NAPW), an organization that works to ensure that no one loses their constitutional or
human rights as a result of pregnancy.

SARA AINSWORTH is the former Director of Legal Advocacy at NAPW and was
part of Tammy’s early legal team. Sara is now the Policy and Legal Director at
If/When/How and continues to advocate for the rights of pregnant women.

FREYA BOWEN is an attorney with Perkins Coie and was an integral part of Tammy’s
legal team in Wisconsin.

CHERISSE SCOTT is the founder and CEO of SisterReach, a reproductive justice
organization in Tennessee that works to educate and empower women and girls of color.

CRISTINA AGUILAR is the former Executive Director of Colorado Organization for
Latina Opportunity and Reproductive Rights (COLOR). Aguilar is now the founder and
president of Aguilar Strategies.

KEITH MASON is the founder of Personhood USA, a group that spurred the modern
personhood movement by organizing dozens of “fetal personhood” bills and ballot
initiatives across the country.
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ARTHUR CAPLAN, PHD is a leading bioethicist and the founding head of the
Division of Medical Ethics at NYU School of Medicine in New York City.

GUALBERTO GARCIA-JONES is the former legal analyst for Personhood USA and
now serves as president of the Personhood Alliance.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
From JO ARDINGER
I first learned of the “fetal personhood” movement in 2011 when Mississippi attempted to
change its state constitution to include fertilized eggs, embryos and fetuses. The
implications were both terrifying and compelling. As I went deeper into my research, it
was impossible not to draw parallels to Margaret Atwood’s “The Handmaid’s Tale.” I
learned about women who were arrested for having stillbirths and miscarriages. Women
who’d been prosecuted for taking drugs before they knew they were pregnant. And women
who were coerced into having C-sections, threatened with arrest if they did not comply. I
knew I needed to tell this underreported story that was playing out in the shadows of the
divisive abortion debate.
And then I met Tammy Loertscher. Her story deeply affected me, not only because of the
gross civil rights abuses she suffered as a result of her pregnancy, but because of her quiet,
yet fierce nature. I saw an introverted human being willing to stand up to power, and it
inspired me. I knew Tammy’s story would become the heart of the film. Her first-person
account of what happened to her under Wisconsin’s ‘Unborn Child Protection Act’ allows
audiences intimate and personal access to a story that defies belief in a country that prides
itself on freedom and liberty.
The film explores this urgent issue from all sides including the fetal personhood
movement, social justice advocates, medical professionals and legal experts. Through this
collection of voices, PERSONHOOD calls for a necessary shift in dialog that looks
beyond abortion and focuses on the far-reaching impacts of anti-choice efforts on women
who have no intention of ending their pregnancies.
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FILM TEAM
JO ARDINGER

• DIRECTOR/PRODUCER/EDITOR

Jo is the founder of Tandybrook Productions. Her upcoming reproductive justice
documentary, PERSONHOOD, explores the growing criminalization and policing of pregnant
women in America. This film is Jo's feature directorial debut. An active part of the Seattle
film community, Jo is a director and award-winning editor working in both documentary and
narrative. Recent documentary editing credits include “Beyond the Visible: The Story of the
Very Large Array,” narrated by Jodi Foster (Media Interpretive Award, Cine Golden Eagle,
Telly), and the PBS documentary, “Into Deepest Space: The Birth of the ALMA
Observatory.” Other work includes additional editing credit on “Imba Means Sing” (Best
Humanitarian Documentary, Global Film Awards, 2016) and the Discovery HD series,
“Fantastic Festivals of the World.” Ardinger is also an instructor at the University of
Washington in Seattle, where she teaches digital storytelling in science.

ROSALIE MILLER

• PRODUCER

Rosalie is an award-winning filmmaker, actor, and co-founder of Wanderhouse. She produces
commercial video and narrative and documentary film. She is currently in production on her
second short documentary, “Worth My Salt,” a 2017 GAP Award recipient and
2016 4Culture Artist Award recipient. Her documentary short debut, “The Things We Keep,”
premiered at the 2015 Seattle International Film Festival and had its broadcast premiere on
KCTS9 Reel NW. She also serves as a producer on the feature-length documentary,
“Personhood,” recent winner of the American Bar Association Silver Gavel Award for
Documentaries. Rosalie is a member of Women Make Movies, Women in Film Seattle, and
the Documentary Producers Alliance.

MARC PINGRY • DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Marc is an Emmy award-winning cinematographer with over 40 years of experience in multiple
genres and formats. After 22 years working in Public TV and 19 local Emmys, Pingry formed his
own production company in 1999. He was one of the original pioneers of HDTV in 1989
specializing in aerials that were among the first HD broadcasts in the U.S. Marc and his partner
Sigal Bujman co-produced with Discovery HD 30 episodes of “Fantastic Festivals of the
World.” Recent productions include “Papa Boss” (PBS), “Koxinga: A Hero’s
Legacy” (NatGeo), “I for India” (Adlabs Imagica), “History of China” (CCTV), and most
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recently, the feature-length documentary, “Vitch,” which debuted at the 2017 Mill Valley Film
Festival.

JOHANNA DEMETRAKAS • STORY AND EDITORIAL CONSULTANT
Johanna is a film and episodic television director residing in Los Angeles. Her films include “Out
of Line,” starring Jennifer Beals, award winning documentaries, and the iconic feminist art
films “Womanhouse” and “Right Out of History.” Demetrakas currently teaches cinematic arts at
the University of Southern California. You can watch her latest film, “Feminists: What Were
They Thinking?” on Netflix.

PRESS BREAKS
The Nation | Fetal Personhood Is Maternal Punishment
Ms. Magazine | “Personhood” Zooms in on the Chilling Consequences of Anti-Abortion Laws
GirlTalkHQ | Jo Ardinger’s PERSONHOOD Film Exposes The Danger Behind The Movement To Strip Pregnant
People Of Their Rights
Rewire |’Personhood’ Film Shows the Cost oft he Push for Fetal Rights
Women and Hollywood | DOC NYC 2019 Women Directors: Meet Jo Ardinger – Personhood
Women You Should Know | Eye-Opening Film Spotlights Criminalization of Pregnant Women Via Dangerous,
Little-Known Laws
Lilith Magazine | When a Fetus Gets Legal Rights, Guess Who Suffers?
Missoulian | Film reframes abortion debate through lens of ‘personhood’ laws
"If you think The Handmaid’s Tale is fiction, the chilling new independent documentary film from Jo Ardinger and
producer Rosalie Miller, about the widespread detention and criminal prosecution of pregnant women in the United
States, will move you to organize for a new Mayday."
~ Carrie N. Baker, Ms. Magazine

“In addition to exposing how fetal 'personhood'—or the anti-abortion idea of legal protection for fetuses—immediately
threatens the lives and well-being of pregnant people, the documentary film covers important issues concerning what the
future could hold if state and federal policy continues in this trajectory. Personhood serves as a reminder that more
organizing and political activism are needed to meet the challenges ahead.”
~ Elizabeth Gay, Rewire

“Although the 'personhood’ movement has enjoyed momentum away from the spotlight for quite some time, that is
coming to an end with the release of a searing and insightful new documentary from director Jo Ardinger, that exposes
just how awful these fetal personhood laws actually are.”
~ Asha Dahya, GirlTalkHQ

“One of the most important films at DOC NYC. A must see.”
~ Steve Kopia, Unseen Films
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“Shot and edited with an urgent mission to shed light on the very real dangers of our present, Personhood is always
compelling.”
~ Christopher Reed, Hammer to Nail

“Director Jo Ardinger provides a comprehensive look at a complex issue with consequences far beyond the horrific legal
saga of Loertscher…The film is full of insightful interviews with proponents of the amendments...as well as issues that
highlight the science..., advocacy, and various strategies employed at multiple levels.”
~ John Fink, The Film Stage

“Personhood effectively uses statistics, personal stories, and even suspense to inform and move us, both emotionally and
to action…Eye-opening”
~ Wendy Moscow, Unpaid Film Critic

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS
Awards:
American Bar Association, Silver Gavel Award "Documentaries" (2020)
Golden Badger Award, Wisconsin Film Festival (2020)
CityArtist Award -- The Seattle Office of Arts & Culture (2018)
4Culture Art Projects Award (2015)
Women In Film Seattle Professional Grant Recipient (2015)
AmDocs Pitch Winner -- American Documentary Film Festival (2015)
Big Sky Pitch -- Big Sky Documentary Film Festival (2014)

Nominations:
Big Sky Documentary Film Festival: Best Feature Documentary (2020)
Santa Barbara International Film Festival: Social Justice Award (2020)
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Cleveland International Film Festival: Greg Gund Memorial Standing Up Award and Reel
Women Direct Award for Excellence in Directing by a Woman (2020)
Athena Film Festival: Breakthrough Award (2020)
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ADDITIONAL CREDITS
Co-Executive Producer

Peter Adkison

Consulting Producer

Stefan Hayek

Impact Producer

Leah Warshawski

Associate Producers

Clementine Briand
Eliza Flug
Kate Keckler Dandel
Warren Etheredge
LaDora Sella

Additional Cinematography

Nils Cowan
Celeste Glende Pleadwell
Bliss Holloway
Afshin Javadi
Pasquale Leonardo
Valerie Vozza

Camera Operator

Hai-Tao Wu

Sound Recordist

Pasquale Leonardo
Hai-Tao Wu

Story Consultant

Nils Cowan

Editorial Consultant

Johanna Demetrakas

Consulting Editor

David Zieff

Trailer Editor

Kris Boustedt

Colorist

John Davidson

Motion Graphics By

Todd Soliday

Visual Effects By

Todd Soliday

Sound Design By

Jason Shavey
Patrick McBride

Dialogue Editor and Remixing Engineer Jason Shavey
Assistant Sound Editor and Engineer

Patrick McBride
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Sound Post-Production Services

Synergy Productions
Post EQ

Poster Design By

Yen Tan

Original Music By

BC Campbell

Score Produced By

BC Campbell

"Personhood"

Written and Performed by
Scott Foxx Ardinger
Music Production and Mixing
by Colten Tyler Williams

Interns

Michelle Auster
Kayla Adams
Riley Cagle

Advisers

Marcy Bloom
Rhenda Meiser

Distribution Strategy and Consultation

Jon Reiss
8 Above

Legal Services

Justine Jacob
Heather Butterfield
Focus Media Law Group

Accounting Services

Joanne Ort, C.P.A.

Publicity Services

Smarthouse Creative
Brian Geldin Public Relations

Publicity Consultant

Rhenda Meiser
Meiser Communications

Archival Researcher

Clementine Briand

Assistant Archival Researcher

Leah Trangen
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This project was completed with the support of the
Women Make Movies Production Assistance Program

